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Energy Circles - Georgios Mylonas 2018-11-11
Create protective, empowering, and healing Energy Circles for yourself
and others! Encircle and fill your life with love, peace, joy, health,
abundance, and power! The Energy Circles method is a simple and
effective technique for focusing energy, and is a whole and complete-initself method of spiritual activation. By putting it into action, it will give
you the potential to offer pure, positive, and vital energy and superior
qualities to yourself and others; positive and beneficial energies and
qualities to yourself, your family, your beloved ones, and all people! Use
the Energy Circles method to manifest greater protection and power,
bring forth more serenity and joy, create new abundance and prosperity,
attune to higher love and harmony, receive deeper wisdom and guidance,
and experience increased health and vitality. It's probably one of the
simplest methods you can use - as simple, easy, and practical as drawing
a line or a circle on paper! Despite its simplicity and ease, it contains
amazing power; it's an impressively powerful and effective tool of energy
focusing! It is the quintessence of what is being taught in energy healing
and spiritual healing workshops and it is given in this simple, practical
and easy-to-use form so as to help more people. To help more - more
people in number - and to help more - to a greater extent.

Fakir - Ruzbeh N Bharucha 2019-01-21
This spiritual novel written by famous writer and filmmaker Ruzbeh N.
Bharucha is a gripping story told with humour, it weaves in and out of
the physical and astral realms where the seeker transforms into the lover
and begins to understand the ancient law of free will, the extraordinary
power of human thought, choices and intent that shape our lives in both
the worlds. Walking a road where we are constantly surrounded by our
Guides, Guardian Angels, Masters, family and friends in the Spirit
world...who enter our world through the power of prayers to guide,
bless, heal and remind us that there are no separations ever. THE FAKIR
reveals how complete love for the MASTER is like a mighty river of light,
navigating us constantly through the turbulent waters of karma,
addictions, ignorance and merging the seeker into the ocean of pure
consciousness. Death is a myth. Life never ends. Ignorance does.
Numbers for Successful Business - Grigori Grabovoi 2017-09-11
"Numbers for successful business" writing was originated by Grabovoi
Grigori Petrovich in russian language in 2004 was complemented by
Grabovoi G.P.
Rewind Your Body Clock - Jayney Goddard 2019-05-14
Packed with science-based insight into what it really means to 'age' and
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reminding us that we have far more control over how young we feel and
look than most of us realize, this comprehensive guide, by natural health
expert Jayney Goddard, offers the ultimate blueprint for anti-ageing the
natural way. Our attitudes towards ageing have undergone radical
changes in recent years and many women now recognize that beauty and
health come not from invasive procedures, fillers or expensive skincare
brands but from the inside out. This book is an expert holistic guide on
the science of how to age well - not only physically and mentally but also
emotionally and even spiritually - covering everything from nutrition,
herbal medicine, good breathing, the best exercise, mental attitude,
natural skincare, haircare and facelift techniques, hormonal balance,
good relationships, the power of nature and the power of sleep. Each
chapter includes easily implementable techniques which, while natural,
are supported by solid scientific research, with a focus on the
neurobiology of happiness and how to develop a 'rewind' mindset. All this
is underpinned with biological age tests for readers to try for themselves
and, at the end, a specifically designed practical programme called the
'Personal 21-Day Rewind Plan'. The result? Better skin, a leaner body,
stronger bones, improved cognitive function, enhanced libido, more
energy, improved immune function, increased resistance to degenerative
diseases, more resilience against stress and much more. So, while we
can't change our chronological age, we can dramatically reduce and even
reverse our biological age so that we have plenty more healthy, happy
years to look forward to.
American Casino Guide - Steve Bourie 2005-11
Listing more than 700 casinos in 36 states, this bestselling guide is jampacked with detailed information and includes 150 coupons providing
more than $1,000 in savings. Consumable.
The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi - Grigori Grabovoi 2015-04-09
Seminars conducted by Grigori P. Grabovoi in Russian on May 17 and
May 28, 2001
Positivity++ - Lovoholic 2021-08-15
When a student is being taught physics theory class in such a raw
manner, he will fall asleep before the class gets over. The same never

happens with psychology class as it relates to our life in every aspect. It’s
very easy to be positive in well and good situations but hard to be so in
negative situations. This book helps you to pick positives even in
hopeless circumstances and teaches you simple steps to get rid of
negative thoughts from your mind. Just give it a try , I bet it will work…
Beyond UFOs - Reinerio Hernandez 2018-07-22
This 820 page book details the academic research findings of the world's
first comprehensive multi-language quantitative and qualitative 5 year
academic research study on individuals that have had UFO related
contact with Non Human Intelligence (NHI)-- The FREE Experiencer
Research Study. Over the last 5 years FREE has collected detailed
responses to 3 extensive quantitative and qualitative surveys from over
4,200 individuals from over 100 countries. Our survey findings from
these thousands of "Experiencers" contradict much of what is circulating
in mainstream materialist Ufology. Our academic book will establish a
new paradigm for viewing the UAP (UFO) Contact Phenomenon. FREE
argues that "Consciousness" and the paranormal and psychic aspects of
this phenomenon is the key to understanding this complex phenomenon
instead of the traditional materialist perspective of "nuts & bolt's"
Ufology. The Dr. Edgar Mitchell Foundation for Research into
Extraterrestrial and Extraordinary Experiences, or FREE, is a 501c3
Academic Research Not for Profit Foundation. FREE was co-founded by
the late Apollo 14 astronaut Dr. Edgar Mitchell, Dr. Rudy Schild, an
Emeritus Research Astronomer at the Harvard/Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics at Harvard University, Australian researcher Mary Rodwell
and Rey Hernandez, an Attorney and Experiencer who was a Ph.D.
Candidate at the University of California at Berkeley. FREE is comprised
of retired academic professors and lay researchers who have been
researching the field of Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon (UAP) and
contact with Non-Human Intelligence (NHI) for more than 30 years. The
Executive Director of FREE is Harvard Astrophysicist Dr. Rudy Schild.
The Zenned Out Guide to Understanding Auras - Cassie Uhl
2020-09-15
In this beautifully illustrated comprehensive guide to auras, expert
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spiritualist Cassie Uhl shows you how to identify and interpret energetic
fields with actionable steps that will make you an expert in no time.
Auras are constantly changing. Everything can affect your aura: your
mood, your health, the food you eat, your environment, and the energy of
other people. With The Zenned Out Guide to Understanding Auras, you'll
learn how to intuit your auric field and what steps you can take to keep
your aura radiant, healthy, and protected. You’ll also learn the different
layers and colors and what they mean, plus discover techniques to
cleanse and heal your energetic field. Gorgeous illustrations make it easy
to navigate through the chapters as you enhance your intuition and
understanding of energy. You'll: Learn about the subtle energy body, the
many purposes of the aura, and how each chakra connects to the auras.
Tap deeper into your intuition and third eye chakra to open yourself up
to experiencing auras by feeling, hearing, touching, intuiting, or "seeing"
them. Take the aura quiz to find your primary aura color(s) and better
understand your personality and traits. Protect your aura through energy
work, crystals, herbs, food, meditations, visualizations, sound healing,
and breathing techniques. Do quick aura scenes to identify energy
vampires that are harming your aura and help keep your aura healthy.
Perform aura readings on other people and on yourself! With these
interactive exercises and tips, you can protect your aura from unwanted
energy and feel like your best self. The Zenned Out series is an open
invitation to seasoned and curious spiritualists who want to explore their
craft. With Cassie Uhl’s approachable steps and explanations to mystical
tools and symbolism, readers can start using the information right away.
Concentration Exercises - Grigori Grabovoi 2012-02
Grabovoi's exercises teach people how to control events in their lives by
using different concentration techniques. The exercises will help people
grow spiritually and guarantee continued development.
The Search for the "Manchurian Candidate" - John D. Marks
1988-07-01
The CIA's attempt to find effective mind control techniques are
recounted from their origins in the drug research of World War II, to
their experiments on frequently unknowing subjects involving hypnosis

and drugs such as LSD
Practical Guide To Using Number Sequences - Grigori Grabovoi
2019-08-22
Each number sequence is a combination of numbers, which form a
specific frequency. The concentration, visualization and daily use of
them, allows you to make a positive change with respect to your Health,
Love, Happiness and Money. As a result, you will generate harmonious
relationships with your environment.Illness appears as a result of a
deviation from the norm. You can change any situation by using number
sequences and receiving their vibrations. Through the use of Dr. Grigori
Grabovoi's methods, you can return to the Divine norm.This book was
born to help you achieve your goals.
The Slow Burning Love of God, Mahanta Transcripts, Book 13 - Harold
Klemp 2020-06-22
Most of us have known some kind of religious conversion, dramatic shift
of consciousness, out-of-body experience, or renewed spiritual
awareness. You know what you've found is real, but as the intensity
fades, you wonder. Are you left with only dying embers? Or do you
discover the long-lasting, slow burning love of God? You will, as you keep
giving of yourself. The is how love endures. In The Slow Burning Love of
God, the thirteenth book of the Mahanta Transcripts series containing
Sri Harold Klemp's talks from 1993 to 1994, you'll find true-life stories,
unique insights, and more than thirty different techniques to show you
how to experience the presence of God in your life. Move into higher
states of consciousness, see truth when it comes to you, solve problems,
and find your next spiritual step. The Mahanta Transcripts are excerpts
from Harold Klemp's worldwide speaking tours. They offer study aids for
greater spiritual understanding, and are an excellent introduction to
Eckankar.
The Reality Revolution - Brian Scott 2020-03-12
Our world is undergoing a reality revolution. More and more people are
discovering the power of their minds to shape the world around them
faster than ever before. The question is: how do you create the reality of
your design? Brian Scott wants to help you find the answer. After
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walking away unscathed from a near-fatal shooting in his home, Brian
began a fanatical search for answers. He deepened his research into
parallel realities, quantum mechanics, and consciousness to uncover
what happened in his close call with death. Along the way, he developed
a series of techniques capable of creating profound transformations. In
The Reality Revolution: The Mind-Blowing Movement to Hack Your
Reality, Brian introduces you to the techniques that have helped his
clients find lasting love, create wealth, and revitalize health. You'll learn
how to surf through parallel realities and unlock the power of your mind
through a mix of researched and science-backed techniques like qi gong,
meditation, quantum jumping, energy work, and reality transurfing. If
you're ready to create an incredible reality for yourself, this book shows
you the way.
Restoration of the Human Organism Through Concentration on Numbers
- Grigori Grabovoi 2020-07-11
This book presents a method for improving health by focusing on sevendigit, eight-digit, and nine-digit numbers, which the author obtained in
the course of his practical work. Seven-digit numerical sequences form
the basis of the system. For further specific conditions, eight-digit and
nine-digit numbers are given in the table of contents, as well as
throughout the book.The picture used in the design of the cover is an
author's picture of Grigori Grabovoi from his book of images
"Manifestations of Eternity". Foreshortening of images, in this book, fills
you with eternity.
Living in a Nutshell - Janet Lee 2012-06-26
A fireplace on wheels? A chandelier lit by Xerox? A shrink-wrapped
designer closet? These are just a few of the more than 100 stylish and
innovative projects in Janet Lee’s Living in a Nutshell: a one-of-a-kind
DIY decorating guide with fresh ideas to fool the eye into seeing—and
believing—that even the most cramped little lair can hold more space
and glamor than just the sum its of four walls. The design maven behind
livinginanutshell.com and Oprah Winfrey’s interior style producer for a
decade, Janet Lee has personally handpicked a battery of clever projects
for enhancing every area of a tiny living space—all are simple to do,

require no craft skills, are emphatically affordable, readily portable, and
big on style, so you can make these design dreams become your reality.
Analysis and Assessment of Gateway Process - The Us Army 1983
"You are not thinking, you are merely being logical." -Niels Bohr, Danish
physicist and Nobel Laureate Analysis and Assessment of Gateway
Process is a document prepared in 1983 by the US Army. This document
was declassified by the CIA in 2003. This brief report focuses on the socalled "Gateway Experience," a training program originally designed by
the Monroe Institute, a Virginia-based institute for the study of human
consciousness. The Gateway experience uses sound tapes to manipulate
brainwaves with a goal of creating an altered state of consciousness,
which includes out-of-body experiences, energy healing, remote viewing,
and time travel. The report concluded that the Gateway Experience is
'plausible' in terms of physical science, and that while more research was
needed, it could have practical uses in US intelligence. Students of US
intelligence, and anyone interested in the cross-roads between
consciousness and reality will find this report fascinating reading.
It's Monday Only in Your Mind - Michael Cupo 2012-10
Equal parts memoir and easy-to-follow guide for personal growth, It's
Monday Only in Your Mind offers a fresh interpretation of the Twelve
Steps used by many programmes. Here is a valuable toolkit for anyone
interested in enhancing their spiritual life, repairing their relationships,
finding calm, and attaining an inner sense of well-being.
Cognitive Therapy for Obsessive-compulsive Disorder - Sabine
Wilhelm 2006
Two OCD experts provide therapists with a breakthrough treatment
model employing purely cognitive treatment methods, proven effective
for people with pure obsessions, harming, religious, and sexual
obsessions, as well as checking and mental rituals.
Healing with the Angels - Doreen Virtue 2010
How the Angels Can Assist You in Every Area of Your Life. Healing with
the Angels is an inspirational work that reveals how to work with the
angels to improve your physical, mental, and emotional health. The
author's case studies show how depression, anxiety, sleep disorders, and
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other common maladies can be lifted with angel therapy. Topics...
Power of Symbols - K V PRABHU 2019-11-13
Power of Symbols is the perfect book for your journey into the world of
Reiki and other healing symbols. The world is a stressful place. You have
a keen interest in Reiki healing and spirituality, and you managed to
pursue the course, but you still need some help with the symbols. What
do you do now? Well, you don’t have to worry because this book has all
the details you need!
The Healing Code - Alexander Loyd 2011-02-09
With over 1 million copies sold worldwide and translated into 29
languages, Dr. Alex Loyd's international bestselling book is a lifechanging program that uses energy medicine to heal mental and physical
challenges. The Healing Code is your healing kit for life-to recover from
the issues you know about, and repair the ones you don't. The book also
includes: The Seven Secrets of life, health, and prosperity The 10-second
Instant Impact technique for defusing daily stress The Heart Issues
Finder, the only test that identifies your source issues in a succinct
personalized report Dr. Alex Loyd discovered how to activate a physical
function built into the body that consistently and predictably removes the
source of 95% of all illness and disease. His findings were validated by
tests and by the thousands of people from all over the world who have
used The Healing Code's system to heal virtually any physical, emotional,
or relational issue. His testing also revealed that there is a "Universal
Healing Code" that will heal most issues for most people. In this book
you will get that Universal Healing Code, which takes only minutes to do.
Song of the Spine - June Leslie Wieder 2004-04-30
The human spine with its primary and secondary curves looks like a
standing wave. Is it possible, asks the author, that energy echoes like a
standing wave between these curves in order to maintain the structural
and neural integrity of the spine and nervous system? That question led
Dr. Wieder into research on the resonance of the spine. Her studies
reveal that each bone of the spine has its own tone and frequency, and
that applying specific vibrational frequencies directly to the vertebrae
generates a sympathetic response that activates the embedded

harmonics that help maintain healthy functioning. This book provides an
overview of the history of harmonic healing from ancient times to the
present, and chapters on how sound creates form and the
neurobiological basis of vibrational healing. But the core of the book is
about a vibrational therapy called bone toning, how it was developed and
how it can be applied.
The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi About God. - Grigori Grabovoi
2017-04-13
The Author's webinar conducted by Grigori P. Grabovoi on September
01, 2015
The Golden Codes of Shamballa - Georgios Mylonas 2014-11-20
You are about to encounter and receive an innovative and truly amazing
system of holistic, energetic, and spiritual healing. This therapeutic
system offers purification and protection, wholeness and empowerment,
upliftment and guidance, bliss and joy, and serenity and freedom. The
Golden Codes of Shamballa can be used as potent tools to receive
answers to your questions and manifest happiness in your daily life. This
energy system consists of 153 numerical codes of pure light, love, and
spirit. They were manifested and generously offered by the infinite,
eternal, almighty, and omnibenevolent dimension of spirit, Shamballa.
Shamballa is the ethereal crystal residence of the great teachers and the
holy archangels of light-the divine spirit beings of the highest wisdom,
compassion, beauty, and primordial perfection. The holy archangels of
light and the great ascended masters of Shamballa devote themselves to
supporting humanity in realizing its potential. And now, with celestial
wisdom and heavenly love, they bless us once more with the Golden
Codes of Shamballa. - What Are the Golden Codes of Shamballa? *
Transcendental, energetically activated, spiritually attuned, and
multidimensional codes of light. * Sequences of numbers that enhance,
boost, and uplift one's energy level and level of consciousness. * Higher
consciousness keys that activate different aspects of the universal cosmic
energy, the spirit, and the creative cosmic mind. * An easy-to-use,
immediately effective system that directs and manifests one's intention to
the outer world, everyday life, and material reality. * An effective, simple,
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practical, and easy-to-use means to balance the two aspects of the mind,
logic and intuition, through the parallel invocation of coded serial
numbers on the one hand and spiritual energies, qualities, and powers on
the other. * Illuminating codes that multiply the intention and vibration
of love and light on earth and actively contribute to the highest good of
all. * Amazing numerical spiritual forms; truly precious "spiritual
vitamins!" * A gift to humanity!
The Manchurian Candidate - Richard Condon 2013-11-25
The classic thriller about a hostile foreign power infiltrating American
politics: “Brilliant . . . wild and exhilarating.” —The New Yorker A war
hero and the recipient of the Congressional Medal of Honor, Sgt.
Raymond Shaw is keeping a deadly secret—even from himself. During his
time as a prisoner of war in North Korea, he was brainwashed by his
Communist captors and transformed into a deadly weapon—a sleeper
assassin, programmed to kill without question or mercy at his captors’
signal. Now he’s been returned to the United States with a covert
mission: to kill a candidate running for US president . . . This “shocking,
tense” and sharply satirical novel has become a modern classic, and was
the basis for two film adaptations (San Francisco Chronicle). “Crammed
with suspense.” —Chicago Tribune “Condon is wickedly skillful.” —Time
Angel Numbers 101 - Doreen Virtue 2010-06-21
One of the most common ways in which angels speak to us is by showing
us repetitive number sequences. Since the publication of her best-selling
book Angel Numbers, Doreen Virtue has received even more information
from the angels about the meaning of number sequences such as 111,
444, 1234, and so forth. Angel Numbers 101 clearly explains how to
receive accurate messages from your angels and heavenly loved ones
whenever you see repetitive number sequences on telephone numbers,
license plates, receipts, clocks, and such. Every message is completely
updated for increased accuracy in understanding your angels' messages.
This handy reference guide is small enough to fit into a purse or desk
drawer so you'll always know what your angels are saying.
The Orgone Accumulator Handbook - James DeMeo 2010
In the 1940s, Dr. Wilhelm Reich claimed discovery of a new form of

energy. Declaring "the orgone energy does not exist," U.S. courts
ordered all books on the orgone subject to be banned. Reich was thrown
into prison, where he died. Dr. DeMeo examines Reich's evidence and
reports on his own observations and laboratory experiments, which
confirm the reality of the orgone phenomenon.
Switchwords Easily Give to You Whatever You Want in Life - Shunyam
Nirav 2006-03
The 72 Angels of the Name - Baal Kadmon 2015-08-16
In this book, we will discuss how to communicate with the 72 angels that
are associated with the 72 names of God in volume 1 of this series. We
will not be using any fancy and complicated rituals. With all due respect
to those who plan elaborate rituals, the rituals end up being more of a
distraction. The angels do not require certain hours of day or night or
certain colors or garb. They are not human that they require such
trivialities. Do you think an angel with a limitless mind requires such
limited and minute actions to get its attention? I know this may
completely contradict what you have heard, but logically, this is so. If you
are looking for elaborate rituals, you will be disappointed in this book.
This book is for people who want a direct connection. Not those who
wish to mire themselves in complexity that in actually, is contrived. We
know where many of those rituals in all those Grimores come from and I
assure you, the complexities are formalities only and not necessary for
deep connection with these angels. With that, In this book, we will go
into the significance of the 72 names of God and then proceed to the
names of the angels. And finally, how to call upon them to help you.
Introduction to the Methods of Grigori Grabovoi - Svetlana Smirnova
2012
The teachings of Grabovoi are concerned with securing eternal, creative,
and harmonious development. A focal point of this teaching is the actual
prevention of a possible global catastrophe.
You Can Talk to the Other Side - Cathy Tigges 2014-08-05
Learn to clear your subconscious of obstacles, develop your intuition, and
achieve safe and loving communication with the spirit world-including
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friends and family who have previously passed on. This helpful and
healing guide allows readers of all ages and abilities to reap the benefits
of spirit contact using just a pendulum and some simple charts. Through
the power of your own intuition, you'll receive answers to those lingering
questions you've always wanted to ask, develop a closer relationship with
God, and even find a greater sense of peace regarding death itself. You
Can Talk To The Other Side is a Finalist is the 2015 COVR Awards! Each
year the Coalition of Visionary Resources gives Visionary Awards to
winners selected from among the best products in the Mind Body Spirit
industry.
Your Soul Contract Decoded - Nicolas David Ngan 2012-01-01
Harness the guiding powers of numerology to better understand
yourself, and your life, more fully—from your purpose and goals to your
talents and karmic patterns Spiritual seekers are feeling an increasingly
strong urge from within to connect with and manifest their life purpose.
They are seeking out tools and knowledge to awaken to this purpose and
are doing whatever it takes to achieve this. A soul contract reading is an
accurate, in depth, channeled system of spiritual interpretation that will
empower you by decoding the secrets of the blueprint of your life hidden
within your birth name. It is based on an ancient system of numerology
that uses Hebrew glyphs, revealing the true essence of the reader’s life
purpose as well as their karma, talents, and goals. This will show you the
karmic patterns you face, the talents you can use to overcome them, the
goals you are trying to achieve, and your soul destiny. This book will
enable you to discover why you are in the perfect place in your life—and
will empower you to move forward from there. Your Soul Contract will
place your entire life in context, enabling you to navigate your life
properly for the first time.
Switchwords: How to Use One Word to Get What You Want - Liz Dean
2015-10-22
We all have goals and dreams - whether it's personally or professionally that we want to achieve, but for reasons we can't always fathom, our
behaviour and actions can hold us back. In her eye-opening and effective
new book, MBS expert Liz Dean reveals how the key to transforming

those dreams into reality lies not in our conscious actions, but in our
subconscious thoughts. By aligning the two, we can unleash our own
power to lose weight, organise our lives, work more efficiently in our jobs
and so much more.
Rejuvenation Program - Grigori Grabovoi 2019-08
THE LOVE CELL OF THE CREATOR CAN REJUVENATE USThe love cell
of the Creator can rejuvenate us. Send impulses of love for regeneration
from within, so that you perceive total harmony.Visualize a column of
light from the Creator, entering through the crown to a one part of your
back (below the left shoulder), where there is a tiny cell, very bright,
with all the information of the Creator. See it with love, and feel the love
of the Creator. From that cell send light to your organs, and see how
your skin rejuvenates. Enlighten your heart and thank for the
rejuvenation.
Frequency - Ray Abel 2016-07-25
A brief yet detailed look into the world of human Frequency! You're
about to discover...I want to take this opportunity to thank you for
downloading the book, Frequency for healing, intuition and confidence.
This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to harness the
power of human frequency. Human frequency basically influences almost
every aspect of our lives. We are constantly vibrating at a particular
frequency. This frequency is highly controllable if you become more
aware of it. If we learn how to control or leverage our frequency, we
could potentially see dramatic changes in our daily living. This book will
teach you all that you need to know about our human frequency. The
main focus of this book is on yourself! It teaches you how to control
yourself so that you can connect to the universal vibration. This has
major benefits when it comes to using techniques such as the Law of
Attraction. Frequency can also aid in healing and just being a better
version of yourself. It takes a really deep thinker to explore the
possibilities of topics such as this. It shows that you want to go beyond
what is commonly known to everyone. Therefore, I'm glad that you have
interest in this book. Explore it further to benefit from what it can offer
you. Here Is A Preview Of What You will Learn... What is human
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frequency? The need and importance of frequency How to combine
frequency with other aspects Frequency and the universal vibration
Tools to focus yourself and harness the power of frequency Taking
control of yourselfBuy your copy today!
The New Age of Russia - Birgit Menzel 2012
Occult and esoteric ideas became deeply embedded in Russian culture
long before the Bolshevik Revolution. Everyone interested in the occult
and esoteric will appreciate this book, because it documents their
continued importance in Russia and raises new issues for research and
discussion.

Money Magic - Jade 1997-01-01
No desire is beyond your reach! No Secret longing is unattainable!
Money How to get it, Wealth & Prosperity, Gambling & Games of
Chance, Jobs Promotions, Success in Business, Overcome Financial
Problems.
Switchwords: How to Use One Word to Get What You Want - Liz
Dean 2015-10-22
Discover how to talk instantly to your subconscious and manifest the life
you want.
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